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A day in the life of a 
dogsbody

November. Sunday morning
6:30 am. The alarm brings me slowly to 
consciousness, and for a few minutes I lie 
in the warmth, listening to the rain rattling 
against the window, and wonder why I am 
getting up so early. Ah yes, Searchdog training 
on Cannock Chase.
7:30. I’m dressed in warm dark-coloured 
outdoor gear. Not my new kit, the scruffy 
stuff; it doesn’t matter if they get slobbered 
on! Bivvy bag and rollmat – check. Hot 
drinks – check. Waterproofs, a change of 
clothes, snacks – all good to go. Where’s the 
rendezvous again? – that’s it, Chase Corner 
carpark.. We haven’t trained from there for a 
while. I check my watch – time to hit the road.
8:45. Well that was a nice easy journey – 
mind you it usually is, most people are still in 
bed at this time on a Sunday! Thankfully the 
weather has cleared up a bit and while it’s still 
chilly, there’s a hint of sun breaking through 
the cloud. The handlers have already arrived 
and are out giving their dogs a chance to 
blow off some steam, so some time for the 
rest of us to catch up on news. A discussion 
breaks out about the latest search – a dog 
team had a find, and the casualty was 
returned to their loved ones in good health. 
The SSART team members among us reflect 
on the search, while for the rest, a frisson of 
goosebumps acts as a reminder as to why we 
are dogsbodies and willingly give up our time 
to help train these amazing dogs.

09:10. All present and correct. First job of the 
day – obedience training. All the dogs have 
to be Kennel Club gold-standard qualified, 
and the reasons aren’t hard to understand. 
A search dog needs to be able to cross a 
road safely, come when it’s called, and be 
trustworthy around wildlife. The guys start 
with some basic lead work, then graduate to 
walking off lead. A couple of us dogsbodies 
get involved – walking in the opposite 
direction to act as little distractions. Then 
it’s recall work; putting the dogs into a stay 
and walking away from them. A qualified 
searchdog has to manage a ten minute stay, 
with the handler out of sight for the last five 
minutes. That’s a big ask, but all the dogs 
need to be able to do it.
09:30. Training starts in earnest. Runaways and 
popups, and time for us dogsbodies to start 
earning our keep! We have lots of customers 
as well as all the dogs are out today – Nic 
and Sky, Rob and Ghyll, Carl and Mia (who is 
training to be a water search dog) and then 
the old hands, Jim and Jake and Dave and 
Red.


